Ages 7 to 97
#6134000
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2. Add fluff, through opening. push
fluff into furthest areas of ears, feet,
and tail, first.
A chopstick or the handle end
of a tall spoon is super helpful.
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3. Sew a whipstitch.
A. Thread needle through fabric
B. Loop over front and through the
bottom
C. Pull snuggly and repeat until you
have sewn opening
D. Finish by threading needle
through last stitch and knotting
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store your picnic treats in the stand

For more fun ideas go to
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Alpaca Picnic #6134000
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4. Thread your needle.
5. Fold felt saddlebag, as shown.
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6. Sew a running stich to close.
Wrap thread over to opposite
side, knot and trim excess.

8. To build alpaca’s storage stand, start with brown
side facing up. Fold ALL scored sides toward you.
9. While looking at bottom, tuck short sides under
bottom fold. Secure by tucking the larger trapezoid side into the slit. Fold side tab in to slot.
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10. Reuse spools from embroidery thread as baby
alpacas.
11. To use the printed box interior as a playland,
have an adult carefully cut top and side box
flaps—remember to keep the bottom flaps as a
stand.
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7. To make alpaca’s blanket,
weave white felt strips into red
felt, as shown.
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12. Tie on bandana, now alpaca is ready for the
picnic!

inside of box is alpaca’s land

adjust your alpaca’s legs to balance in the stand

